
 

 

It will be interesting to see if any of you guys have differences with this philosophy. 
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From Mike:Webb 

I think this philosophy requires much thought.  I don’t necessarily disagree but I feel several of 

the statements in this require some discussion. 
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FOCUS ON PHILOSOPHY 

 

The attitude we take into the game concerning when and how often we are going 
to use our penalty marker is critical to the success of the game. 
 

My view is that life is relative and that there is a lot of gray and not a great deal of 
black and white.  The black and white that does exist in real life seems to 
concern how my behavior affects the physical safety of the other humans,with 
whom I share the planet and if I treat them with respect. 
 

In football, I think what we want to be SURE to penalize is the infraction that is 
dangerous, either to the player himself or to his opponent.  Infractions such as 
spearing, blocking below the waist, face masking, blocks in the back, clipping or 
roughing the passer are examples of infractions that SHOULD ALWAYS be 
penalized. 
 

Unsporting conduct that involves taunting, intimidation and a disregard for 
opponents and or the game should not be tolerated. 
 

There are infractions, however, that are sometimes technical, that sometimes do 
not effect the integrity of the play in the least.  Examples might be static 
encroachment, illegal position at the snap, illegal motion, illegal shift, illegal man 
down field and often “holding.” I maintain that these types of infractions do not 
always need to be penalized. 
 

 I am not saying that they are always technical or don’t ever effect the play.  
Obviously they do effect the play sometimes and they do bring basic structure to 
the game.  When these infractions do effect the play or are so obvious that they 



destroy the integrity of the game they SHOULD be penalized. 
 

I challenge you to become an “official” and to “officiate.” To me that means to 
decide when the infraction  “needs” to be called and when it does not.  Decide if 
the infraction affects the play or if it had little or no bearing at all.  Decide if it is a 
dangerous infraction or not.  Don’t be afraid to pass on a “holding” call if it was far 
removed from the point of attack and did not restrict pursuit.   Issue a warning to 
the perpetrator, if appropriate or ask another official to do it for you.  The referee 
can often warn the right tackle to “watch his hands” easier than the wing can. 
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Soccer has been “playing on” for decades and Oswald Tower began touting his 
“no harm, no foul” philosophy to basketball officials while editor of the basketball 
rule and case books in the 1940”s and 50’s.  Experienced, intuitive football 
officials have been “passing” on technical infractions and on those that do not 
generate an advantage to the offender, since before the “flying wedge.” "No Pain, 
No gain No Flag" I admonish you to join them! 
 

MAKE THEM BE THERE! MAKE THEM COUNT!  MAKE THEM CALL 
THEMSELVES.  MAKE THEM SCREAM TO BE CALLED. 
 
 BE AN OFFICIAL!  
 
BE A FACILITATOR!   
 
BE A GAME MANAGER! 

 

 


